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More than anything else, cable TV reporter Andrea Malone wanted a network job. And it could be

hers if she gained a coveted interview with the aging General Ratiff - especially if she uncovered the

secret that drove him into seclusion at his Texas ranch. One obstacle was Lyon Ratiff, the general's

watchdog of a son. Andrea had a plan, but had no way of knowing how Lyon's unexpected,

undeniable effect on her would change everything, how they both would face a storm of suspicion

and betrayal - and how Andrea Malone would have to choose between the ruthless demands of her

profession and the equally strong dictates of the heart.
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More than anything else, cable TV reporter Andrea Malone wanted a network job. And it could be

hers if she gained a coveted interview with the aging General Ratiff -- especially if she uncovered

the secret that drove him into seclusion at his Texas ranch. One obstacle was Lyon Ratiff, the

general's watchdog of a son. Andrea had a plan, but had no way of knowing how Lyon's

unexpected, undeniable effect on her would change everything, how they both would face a storm

of suspicion and betrayal -- and how Andrea Malone would have to choose between the ruthless

demands of her profession and the equally strong dictates of the heart. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.



Love all her books

Love Sandra Brown

I liked the book story line was a little different but still predictable. It was a relaxing easy read.

Thanks

For me, the whole book was very unlike Sandra Brown, except for her always over-the-top sex

episodes. Story is poor. I did not like anyone in this story. Jerks and mouse compliant news woman,

which is an oxymoron. Prices are too high for these short NOTHING novels.

I was disappointed in Sandra Brown book. The story was there but way to much sexual content.

Prime Time is hot and explicit. There are definite glimpses into the depths of human emotions. I am

a true Sandra Brown fan, since she is a spellbinding novelist. Prime Time makes a great read for

the beach or a vacation. reviewed by Heide Katros, Winter Haven News. FL

I purchased this as a gift. I did so because I know that everything she writes has a great plot and

isn't like anything she'written before. You feel you're right there with the characters.

Prime Time was very interesting, and intriging. I like the characters in it, and I liked how the main

character Andy handled the rough rugged Lyon and handled the interview with Lyon's father. She

was firm but gentle and the father was honest and told her what she wanted to know. This was a fun

book to read.I bought the book from
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